
Summary of qualitative data received from the final comment in the individual feedback form,  

and other emails and letters received by Bishop Paul and his staff 

Of the 736 people who responded using the individual feedback form 554 chose to comment when 

asked “Do you have any additional comments? Are there any ideas you want to share? Are there 

any particular challenges in your region that the Bishop should know about? Do you have any 

further questions?”  In addition, 78 people chose to write a letter or email to Bishop Paul or his 

staff to express their opinion of his proposed plan. 

There was a significant amount of material in these responses and they varied widely in nature. For 

ease of understanding the data has been grouped into “Positive Comments”, “Concerns” and 

“Alternative Suggestions”.  Below is a summary of the frequently mentioned themes.  Please note 

that percentages are calculated from the sub-sample n=632*.  Comments made by less than 1.5% of 

the population sub-sample have been grouped together in the “other” category. 

*Sub-sample based on those respondents who provided a valid comment in the feedback form and those who wrote letters and emails. 
Percentages do not sum to 100% because each comment could relate to multiple themes. 
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Other positive comments

I support Bishops Vision

Courageous decision by Bishop

Will provide better support for priests

Change is needed

Will enable pooling of resources

Will cause increased vibrancy

Bigger is better, will build community
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Other

Asset handling (finances, land, buildings etc)

Accessibility (getting to mass, parking)

Loss of community

Poor Process (survey, representation)

Should look at other options than merging

Concern over Cathedral (Barbadoes St)

Faith Formation

People may leave the church

Loss of school parish connection

Bigger is not better

Mental Health impacts

Environmental impact

Church not inclusive

Leadership/Training of Priests and Laity

Not valuing the contribution of women

Liturgy/Music
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Other

Alternative models of ministry (Women priests,…

Lay led parishes or liturgies
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